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1. Background

1.1 Required by The Transport (Wales) Act 2006, the Wales Transport Strategy (WTS) will set the 
vision and provide the strategic framework for investment decisions for transport in Wales over 
the over the next 25 years. Specific projects, schemes, initiatives or interventions, are to be set 
out in the 5-year detailed National Transport Delivery Plan and Local Transport Plans.

1.2 Prepared by Arcadis, consultants to the Welsh Government, the statutory consultation1 to which 
Wales’ three National Parks submitted a joint response and is the subject of this report is the 
Draft scoping report for the Integrated Sustainability Appraisal of the Wales 
Transport Strategy (April 2020) (“The report”).

1.3 The report is significant because it underpins the strategy’s drafting, identifying key issues and 
drivers to address.

2. Officer Report

2.1 The response of the three National Parks was co-ordinated, on this occasion, by Pembrokeshire 
Coast National Park and is attached at Annexe 1. No request for the response to remain 
anonymous has been made. 

2.2 Throughout the response a key theme was that the Welsh Government’s consultants had failed 
to recognise the value and purpose of Wales’ National Parks and their contribution to national 
well-being. The significance of connecting Wales’ population with their National Parks by means 
of accessible public transport was largely missed in the draft scoping report. Furthermore, the 
report asserts that no Habitats Regulations Assessment of the strategy is necessary. As a report 
underpinning a National Strategy, this was particularly concerning to see.

2.3 In response, we have highlighted the significance of National Parks and access to, and within them, 
by public transport. We have also questioned how the impact on biodiversity may reasonably be 
assessed at the strategic level without regard to the Habitat Regulations?

3. Recommendation

3.1 Whilst the consultation closed on 31st July, should members agree any further comments to 
and/or observations on, the response of the three National Parks, officers will forward them to 
the Welsh Government as an additional response of the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority 
only (i.e. not forming part of the three National Parks’ response).

1 https://gov.wales/wales-transport-strategy-scoping-report (Accessed: 15/07/2020).

https://gov.wales/wales-transport-strategy-scoping-report
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Annexe 1.

Response of the three National Parks submitted to the Welsh Government on the draft Integrated 
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report for. Wales Transport Strategy (submitted by e-mail 
15/07/2020).

Consultation on the draft Integrated Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report for the 
Wales Transport Strategy

Date of issue: 5 May 2020

Action required: Responses by 31st July 2020

Name Sarah Hirst

Organisation Brecon Beacons, Pembrokeshire Coast and Snowdonia National 
Park Authorities

Address Llanion Park, Pembroke Dock, Pembrokeshire SA72 6DY

E-mail address sarahh@pembrokeshirecoast.org.uk

Businesses/Planning Consultants

Local Planning Authority 

Government Agency/Other Public Sector

Professional Bodies/Interest Groups

Voluntary sector (community groups, volunteers, self help groups, 
co-operatives, social enterprises, religious, and not for profit 
organisations)

Type

(please select one 
from the following)

Other (other groups not listed above) or individual

Yes
Yes

(subject to 
further 
comment)

No

Q1

Do you support the findings of the review of 
relevant plans, programmes and environmental 
protection objectives? Are there any additional 
plans, programmes or environmental 
protection objectives you think should be 
added? Are there any that you would like to 
remove from the review? 



Comments: 

1. The scoping should recognise the value and purpose of Wales’ National Parks and their 
contribution to overall national well-being.
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2. The review should include ‘Valued and Resilient’ which sets out the Welsh Government’s 
priorities for the National Parks and AONBs. 
NRW/WG guidance advises that National Park Management Plans are of ‘national significance’ 
and therefore the relevant Plans for Brecon Beacons, Pembrokeshire Coast and Snowdonia 
National Parks should be included in the review. 

Yes
Yes

(subject to 
further 
comment)

No
 Q2

Do you agree with the sustainability issues 
that we have identified? Are there 
additional issues and opportunities that the 
ISA should consider? If so what are they? 



Comments: 

1. An interim version of the 2019 SoNaRR is available and provides more up to date information 
than the 2016 version cited in the consultation document (section 4.2 and 4.3.1).

2. As part of the rural-proofing of the document it is important to recognise the needs of tourists 
and leisure users in rural areas. The population of the National Parks is more than doubled 
during busy holiday periods with visitors which are a crucial element of the local economies. 
The transport needs of visitors and leisure users differ greatly to those of the usual resident 
population and high numbers of visitors to popular, natural tourist attractions – mountains, 
rivers, beaches - has significant impacts in terms of congestion, impact on local communities and 
the environment. 

3. Town centres are changing and are likely to experience significant change following the current 
Covid 19 crisis with regular news of retailers going out of business. These areas need 
redefinition and repurposing. Our transport systems are set up to bring large number of people 
into these areas from suburbs or countryside for education, work, retail, health etc but the 
switch to home-working combined with the short-term cautionary approach of only using public 
transport where necessary is having an impact on behaviours and choices – some of which may 
endure into the longer term.

4. Improved access may not always mean ‘more’ – it should be ‘appropriate’ in terms of volume 
and type – and so may mean a shift of mode rather than an overall increase in some places. 
Examples would be town and city centres and popular tourist attractions (including natural 
attractions). 

5. E-bikes and e-scooters need to be taken fully into consideration.
6. Opportunity to improve access to valued landscapes, townscapes and viewpoints should ensure 

that all Wales communities have integrated services to connect them with their protected 
landscapes with further opportunity to promote awareness of cultural heritage and cultural 
education centres. 

7. Table 3.2 omits to recognise the significance of connecting Wales’ population with their National 
Parks thereby losing the contribution they bring to national well-being. 

Q3
Are there any particular topics or 
geographical areas of specific concern to 
you or your organisation? 

Yes

Yes

(subject to 
further 
comment)

No
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Comments:

1. The three Welsh National Parks.
2. Please see the response to Q2 above.
3. Coastal adaptation is happening in some locations – eg. Newgale in Pembrokeshire. This will have 

significant implications for transportation and communication links in some locations. 

Yes

Yes

(subject to 
further 
comment)

No
Q4

Are there any changes you consider should 
be made to the ISA Objectives or 
Questions? 



Comments:

1. When considering access to health and social care services – take into account the needs of 
those needing to visit/support users of these services to reduce social isolation. The need to 
improve access to many health-care services in rural areas is hindered by the WG policy to 
reduce the number of hospitals which requires patients to travel greater distances – in West 
Wales this can involve round trips of 70 or 80 miles – with no realistic public transport options. 
For those supporting those having treatment this is a significant barrier. 

2. Access to employment – in rural areas the lack of affordable housing requires many people to 
travel long distances to their place of (typically low-paid jobs) as they cannot afford to live in 
the same locality. This is particularly true for those working in the tourism sector. 

3. Table 5.3 should include the need for the Welsh population to have access to and travel around 
the three Welsh National Parks by means of inexpensive and accessible public transport, walking 
and cycling (including e-bikes and e-scooters). 

Yes

Yes

(subject to 
further 
comment)

No
Q5

Do you have any comments regarding how 
reasonable alternatives should be 
developed? 

Comments:

1. Section 4.3 and Table 4.1 fails to reference the need for Wales’ population to connect with the 
three National Parks as a key sustainability issue and opportunity. The existing wording – “There 
is an opportunity for improved access to valued landscapes, townscapes and viewpoints” fails to convey 
the importance of access to the Parks to national well-being of the population having access to 
the cultural ecosystem services within. 

Q6 Do you have any further suggestions 
regarding the scope of the ISA and its 

Yes Yes No
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(subject to 
further 
comment)

proposed appraisal of the Wales Transport 
Strategy? 

Comments:

Wales’ National Parks are a National resource for all to enjoy and an important contributor to well-
being.  Affordable access to and around the National Parks is essential for everyone to be able to enjoy 
them without the environmental impact of car travel. Failure to address this will result in a significant 
proportion of the population being excluded from enjoying this rich and natural resource, whilst the 
continued increase in visitors arriving by cars fails to address key objectives of factors contribute to 
climate change, environmental and health impacts. 

Yes
Yes

(subject to 
further 
comment)

No
Q7 Do you support the approach to the integration 

of the impact assessments?



Comments: Yes – subject to the additional points raised in this consultation response. 

Yes
Yes

(subject to 
further 
comment)

No
Q8 Do you support the findings of the initial 

screening work for the impact assessments?



Comments: Please see comments above.

Yes
Yes

(subject to 
further 
comment)

No
Q9

Are there additional pieces of baseline data or 
evidence that the ISA should consider with 
specific regard to the impact assessments?



Comments:

1.  Please see comments above in relation to the inclusion of National Parks and their contribution 
toward national health and well-being.

2.  The current COVID19 crisis has prompted the need for instant change of behaviour. Whilst the 
timescales for taking account of any lessons learned from the lockdown and outcomes post-
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lockdown, this would be an important consideration in terms of travel impacts and how we recover 
from such imposed change.

Yes

Yes

(subject to 
further 
comment)

No
Q10

Do you have any other comments?



Comments:

1. Appendix B – include ERAMMP information and STEAM data.
2. Figure 2 – National Parks are a landscape designation with a public health purpose and not 

merely a ‘landscape feature’. 
3. Table 3.2 – last key theme – this could be more ambitious – “The WTS aims to develop world-

leading public transport, promoting sustainability, quality, social integration and inclusion to a degree 
that make it effortlessly preferable over private transport.”

Question A: We are under a duty to consider the effects of our policy decisions on the Welsh language, under 
the requirements of the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011.

We would like to know your views on the effects that the Wales Transport Strategy: scoping report would have 
on the Welsh language, specifically on opportunities for people to use Welsh and on treating the Welsh 
language no less favorably than English.

What effects do you think there would be? How could positive effects be increased, or negative effects be 
mitigated? 

The WTS should ensure that all signs, announcements and information are consistently bilingual.

Question B: Please also explain how you believe the Wales Transport Strategy: scoping report could be 
formulated or changed so as to have positive effects or increased positive effects on opportunities for people 
to use the Welsh language and on treating the Welsh language no less favorably than the English language, 
and no adverse effects on opportunities for people to use the Welsh language and on treating the Welsh 
language no less favorably than the English language.

There are opportunities for people to learn about Welsh language and culture via interpretation 
and information provided on public transport. 

Question C: We have asked a number of specific questions. If you have any related issues which we have not 
specifically addressed, please use this space to report them:

Please enter here:

We would query the assertion that no HRA is necessary and how the impact on biodiversity may 
reasonably be assessed at the strategic level without regard to the Habitat Regulations. 


